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Lean-based Leadership 

Leadership is a critical element in healthcare organization since a leader is expected to 

motivate employees to work towards achieving organizational goals and objectives. Healthcare 

organizations are faced with the pressure of improving quality of service offered, meeting patient 

needs, and maintaining patient safety while reducing operational costs. Healthcare organizations 

being service industry, improvement of quality of services delivered is a significant indicator of 

organizational performance and a key role of leadership. The style of leadership plays an important 

role in professional development of employees, formation of organizational culture, formulation of 

organizational policies, and teamwork. Seidel et al (2017) asserted that style of leadership and 

management affect patient experience both positively and negatively. Many organizations, with a 

bid to remain competitive in the business environment and reducing costs, are reducing wastage 

through elimination of non-value added activities; adoption of lean management tools; and using 

lean-based leadership. This essay describes benefits of lean-based leadership and strategies that can 

be used to address leadership issues in a healthcare organization using lean leadership style and 

Toyota way of thinking. 

 

Critical Analysis of Issues and Problems 

 

The need to maintain a high quality of care, patient safety, and meet patient needs, leaders 

have sought to review their leadership styles.  I am a new leader over 17 nurse educators. I have 

established that the previous leader was not respected, lacked integrity and empathy, did not solve 

problems, lacked people skills, and did not set standards. This caused trust issues, closed 

communication, and lack of teamwork. A leader has the power to create a positive work 

environment or a toxic one. When a leader lacks integrity and portrays an aggressive behavior 



communication allows the feedback and inspires questions that imparts clarification. This 

communication increases the cross-cultural understanding and interaction that help develop 

solidarity between all individuals making the organization's project fruitful and untimely 

valuable. Communication also teaches cooperation between team members that usually expands 

to the firm's rest areas (Role of effective communication in team building 2017). Whenever the 

staff of a firm cooperates, the processes run more effectively. Cooperation and communication 

are paramount in keeping a firm profitable and solvent due to calm and focused teams. Besides, 

active communication directly determines failure or rather success of assignment requiring 

comprehensive teams' active involvement. When the team communicates with an open mind 

asking questions instead of making assumptions, harmony and trust are built. 

In contrast, the only difference that can be identified in the information based on the role 

communication plays in teamwork from the presented readings is that while some of it is reliable 

and objective for the reader's benefit, some of it from different reading source provided is not. 

Research information is the foundation of a strong argument, analysis, or theory. Reliable 

reading information is essential as, without it, readers can question the validity of the argument, 

and the information presented will not achieve its meant purpose. It is also important for an 
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